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Certainly, this phenomenon of cheating and hiding transgressions from partners is more than an issue of a
moral code; dishonesty between romantic partners can lead to very real emotional distress and grief, financial
hardship, custody battles, and even the spread of sexually transmitted diseases. Cheating on taxes, exams,
relationships, etc. Second Chances It's well-known that regaining trust is no easy task , especially in the case
of infidelity. Society seems to encourage that people should do whatever it takes to win or succeed. That is
one of the advances from this work but not the only one. One main question is whether it is ethical to fantasize
about someone other than your partner while in a committed relationship? Those findings are mostly from the
literature on marriage with some findings from unmarried relationships. The term fantasize has different
meanings to different individuals. Works Cited Williams, Lila Rankin. And yet, some people are at much
greater risk than others for negative outcomes in romantic relationships and marriage , and they are at greater
risk for repeat experiences. There are so many causes to cheating in relationships but why do it? The domain
that was studied were college aged students, ages , who were primarily UConn students. That question may be
more difficult to answer. Scott M. The other is that the sample and methods allowed for assessing infidelity
across two relationships within the context of this longitudinal sample that followed individuals for five years,
focusing on their romantic relationships. Galena Rhoades and I have described how relationship histories may
play an important and causal role in eventual relationship quality in marriage or not in marriage, for that
matter. Moses often copied the work of his classmates. Some effects of cheating cold result in suicide,
violence, depression or maybe even death. Nobody wants to fail, so people decide to cheat. To be simple,
personal ethnic is the internal guide that tells us what is right and wrong.


